For a Banach space X and a subset A of X, cA denotes the Cebysev center of A and PAx denotes the nearest point in A to the point x in X. The space of all subsets of X is furnished with the Hausdorff metric. The modulus of continuity of the function A -> cA is computed in the case when X is a Hubert space and the sets A are compact; the same is done for the function A -PAx, for fixed x, in the case when X is uniformly convex and the sets A are convex and closed.
1. Introduction. Let X be a normed space and A be a subset of X. Define rA -inf{r > 0: supaE/4IU -a\\ < r for some x G X) -this is the radius of any circumsphere of A. If such a sphere exists we denote its center by cA\ cA is called a Cebysev center of A (see [1] ). If, in the supremum above, x is restricted to a subspace of X, one obtains the notions of relative radius and of relative centers of A.
For any x G X we denote by PAx the set of all nearest points in A to x, provided such points exist. PA is called the metric projection on A.
Without additional hypotheses on X and A, cA, PAx may not be defined and, even if they are, the maps A -» cA and A -» PAx may be multivalued.
There has been a number of recent papers on the subject of Cebysev centers and metric projections; see for instance [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
On the space 2X of all subsets of X we consider the (extended valued) Hausdorff metric (1) h(A, B) = mî{e>0: A CBC and B C A'} where AE denotes the e-neighborhood of A. The aim of this paper is to obtain an insight into the quantitative continuity properties of the functions A G 2X -> cA G X and A G 2X -> PAx G X, for fixed x. The qualitative continuity properties have been studied in some of the references cited above.
The original motivation for this investigation was the hope that, with suitable hypotheses on X and assuming convexity of the sets A, either or both of the above functions would provide a canonical selector for convex valued multifunctions which would inherit any continuity properties of the original multifunctions. Even though this expectation has not been fulfilled the partial results obtained seem to be of some interest in their own right.
In the case when the closed unit ball in X is compact in a suitable weak topology (e.g. when A1 is a dual space), a center of any bounded set in X exists. If X is uniformly convex then such a center is unique [2] . In order that an arbitrary convex compact subset A of X have a center of its circumsphere contained in A it is necessary and sufficient that Ibea Hubert space [3, 4] . In order that the (multi-) function A -> cA have a selector uniformly continuous on bounded sets of its domain it is necessary and sufficient that X be uniformly convex [15] .
A different notion of the center of a convex set (which coincides with the Cebysev center in the case when X is a Hubert space) is given in [5] .
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Statement of results.
Theorem I. If X is a Hubert space then for any two compact subsets A, B of X the following inequality holds (2) \\eA -cB\\2<[rA +rB + h(A, B)]h(A, B).
(2) is precise in the sense that it may become an equality for a suitable choice of A and B.
Remark. Theorem 1 remains valid for centers relative to any vector subspace of X.
Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space. Define for 0 < <5 < 1, If X is a Hilbert space then (5) \\PAx-PBx\\2<[\\PAx-x\\ + \\PBx-x\\]h{A,B) for every x G X;
in particular \\PAx -PBx\\ -0(h(A, B)x/1). The last statement is precise in the sense that O cannot be replaced by o.
Remark 1. We do not know if (2) remains valid without the compactness hypothesis.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 2. We do not know a sharp estimate of \\cA -cB\\ similar to (2) in the case when A' is a uniformly convex Banach space. The estimate one can derive from the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [8] is not sharp in the Hubert space case.
Remark 3. We consider the following example to illustrate (5) . Let G be a domain in R" with sufficiently nice boundary 3G and denote by H](G) the usual Sobolev space of functions on G with the first derivatives square integrable and by H]/2(dG) the space of restrictions to 9G of functions in H\G). For two nonnegative functions /, g G Hl/2(dG) denote by Af, Ag the subsets of H\G) of all nonnegative functions with boundary values / and respectively g. Then it is easily checked that (with X = H](G)) h(Af, A ) < C\\f-gll/fi/2(3C) and (5) describes the dependence on the boundary data of solutions of the corresponding variational inequality (see [6] ). This example is somewhat academic-for concepts of convergence of convex sets more appropriate in the context of variational inequalities, see [16] .
3. Proofs. Without loss of generality we can assume that the space X is real. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following lemma.
Lemma. // X is a Hilbert space and if A is a compact subset of X then for every v G X, v t^ 0, there exists z G A such that IIz -cA II = rA and (v, z -cA) > 0.
Proof. Otherwise, by compactness of A we could find an a > 0 such that (v, z -cA) < -a for every z E A with \\z -cA II = rA. Using compactness again one could also find a ß > 0 such that \\z -cA\\ < rA -ß for all z G A such that (v, z -cA)> -a/2. For X > 0 and z G A we can write Il z -cA+ Xv\\2 = \\z -cj2 + 2\(t>, z-cA)+ X2\\v\\2 < r2 -X2\\v\\2 if (v, z -cA) < -a/2 and X is so chosen that 2MI u||2 *£ a. In the case when (v, z -cA)> -a/2 we get the estimate IIz -cA + Xv\\2 < (rA -ß/2)2 provided X does not exceed the positive root of the equation
Hü||2A2 + 2IMIfo -ß)X + ¡ß2 -ßrA = 0.
It follows that with a suitable choice of X > 0, A is contained in a sphere with center cA -Xv and with a radius less than rA which is impossible. Q.E.D. To prove (2) assume as we may that rA > rB and that v = cA -cB ^ 0. By the lemma there exists z G A such that ||z -cA\\ -rA and (z -cA,cA -cB) s= 0. Then h(A, B) s= dist(z, B)>\\z -cB\\ -rB. On the other hand \\z-cA +cA -cB\\2 = ||2 -cA\\2 + 2(cA -cB,zcA) + \\cA -cB\\2> r2 + \\cA -cB\\2, implying that
Ik, -cB||2 ^ ||z -cB||2 -r2 = (||z -cB\\ -rA)(\\z -cB\\ + rA) (\\z-cB\\-rB)(\\z-cB\\+rA)
*{JHz-cB\\+rA)h(A,B), and (2) follows since ||z -c"\\ + rA < rA + rB + h(A, B).
When A and B reduce to single points (2) becomes an equality. Another example to this effect can be obtained as follows. Let X = R2 and 5 denote the vertical strip 0 < x, < b. Take A to be the intersection of S with the closed disk about (0,0) with radius r > 0 and B-the intersection with S of the closed disk with the same radius and the center at (b, 0). Remark 4. It can be shown by means of an example that the statement of the lemma is false without the compactness hypothesis.
Proof of Theorem 2. We begin with few observations which are immediate consequences of the definitions.
(i) | ||jc -PAx\\ -\\x -PBx\\ \<h(A, B). This is valid without the assumption of uniform convexity.
( We can now apply (3) with 8 = h(A, B\ a = \\PAx-x\\ and with x, y replaced by x -PAx and x -PBx, respectively, to obtain the first term on the right-hand side of (4).
If ||PAx -x\\< h(A, B) then by (i) \\PBx -x\\< 2h(A, B) and the triangle inequality yields the desired conclusion. It is of some interest to check (5) directly without an appeal to (4) . To this effect we recall that (x -PAx, PAx -y) > 0 for every y G A, with a similar inequality for B. We can write 
